Clinical trials provide the foundational evidence for market approval and use of drugs. However, clinical trials executed to meet regulatory requirements to gain market approval do not always provide evidence needed by other stakeholders, such as patients, clinicians, payers, and the general public. Nor do they provide generalizable evidence of effectiveness of a new drug in real‐world practice conditions. There is a need for trial designs that could provide useful evidence to all stakeholders with minimal additional costs and delays. Ideally, these designs would enable evaluations of new treatments in the broad range of patients and settings that are representative of real‐world use.

Key contributors to the lack of evidence relevant to all stakeholders are differences between study subjects and investigators included in clinical trials designed for regulatory approval vs. patients and clinical practice settings in which treatments will be used once approved for marketing. For regulatory approval, the efficacy and safety of a drug is generally demonstrated in groups of patients with relatively homogenous characteristics, selected to maximize the study\'s chances of rejecting the null hypothesis and to minimize the risk of spurious safety signals being imputed to the drug. It would be very helpful if this initial evaluation took place in the broad range of patients and settings representative of its ultimate real‐world use. The risks of broader criteria for patients in these studies are the potential for confounding factors that could make it more difficult to demonstrate efficacy and safety, and thereby reducing the probability of gaining market approval.

In broad terms, respectively, these two approaches are referred to as "efficacy trials" and "effectiveness trials." Ideally, efficacy trials, which assess a new drug in optimally selected patients and conditions typically for relatively short periods, should be supplemented by effectiveness trials that include the spectrum of patients and conditions in which the drug ultimately will be used.[1](#cpt1347-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#cpt1347-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#cpt1347-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} However, follow‐up effectiveness trials are infrequently done. Therefore, a more complete understanding of relative benefits and risks of use based on a clinical trial in a broader span of patients and settings is rarely achieved.

To address the need for timely high‐quality broader evidence of treatment benefit, we previously proposed a study design that integrates these two approaches, the "efficacy‐to‐effectiveness (E2E) trial."[4](#cpt1347-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} With the E2E approach, a positive effect seen in the initial "efficacy" trial (e.g., by prespecified analyses and/or by the Data Safety Monitoring Board) can be seamlessly transitioned to an effectiveness trial portion, even while a regulatory decision is pending. Rather than disassembling the efficacy trial infrastructure and operations, the effectiveness portion builds on the original study to assess effectiveness in more usual care. For example, the trial enrollment criteria can be broadened, more real‐world study sites added, and plans made for longer treatment and follow‐up periods. The idea is that the effectiveness trial proceeds without delay, potentially being complete near the time of regulatory approval for marketing.

Besides providing a more complete understanding of a treatment\'s benefit, the E2E approach collects data to better understand heterogeneity of treatment effects across a wider group of potential patients and treatment circumstances. This heterogeneity can be captured in multivariable predictive models to aid the treatment\'s optimal use in those patients most likely to benefit,[5](#cpt1347-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#cpt1347-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#cpt1347-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#cpt1347-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#cpt1347-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#cpt1347-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} thereby promoting the treatment\'s use in the most appropriate patients and its impact on public health.

Although the seamless sequential E2E design can be seen as a significant improvement, it still essentially requires the time, logistics, and costs of two clinical trials. As a further efficiency, we believe that in many cases, the need for two trials could be eliminated without loss in evidence generation. This would be achieved through simultaneous efficacy and effectiveness trials, termed "efficacy and effectiveness too (EE2)" trials.[11](#cpt1347-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Such trials can provide both the efficacy evidence for regulatory requirements and more generalizable effectiveness evidence for a broader set of stakeholders, while integrated into a single trial.

An example of a clinical trial designed to provide simultaneous evidence of efficacy and effectiveness is the Immediate Myocardial Metabolic Enhancement During Initial Assessment and Treatment in Emergency Care (IMMEDIATE) trial of intravenous glucose‐insulin‐potassium for acute coronary syndrome.[12](#cpt1347-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#cpt1347-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} This was a trial executed to the high standards required to show efficacy but in a broad community‐based patient population in diverse settings. Its analyses were all done in the broad group of participants, without separation into efficacy and effectiveness analyses---and it demonstrated a positive response across the entire group. However, its study design and analysis are probably unlikely to be frequently possible as most sponsors will not want to have the efficacy analysis include the heterogeneity of patients and care settings included in the entire effectiveness cohort. Therefore, although it illustrates the efficiency of the simultaneous efficacy and effectiveness trials, for reasons noted, this is not the model of EE2 study that we propose in this paper. Our proposed EE2 model will have two categories of analyses: (i) efficacy and (ii) effectiveness. In distinction, the IMMEDIATE trial used generalizable community‐based effectiveness enrollment criteria, as in the effectiveness component, but there was only one analytic group---as the entire cohort was analyzed for efficacy. Thus, the IMMEDIATE trial can be seen as a special type of EE2 trial, with scientific and efficiency advantages, but the focus of the framework presented here is the two‐analysis approach.

The two‐cohort approach is likely more responsive to the needs of sponsors who focus on traditional efficacy testing and prefer narrower and/or enriched trial samples that will maximize the probability of a positive outcome. The E2E/EE2 designs provide an alternative way of addressing a sponsor\'s and regulator\'s need for efficacy study designs while also generating data on populations as would be expected in real‐world clinical practice.

EE2 Study designs {#cpt1347-sec-0002}
=================

Enrollment criteria {#cpt1347-sec-0003}
-------------------

Conceptually, the efficacy and effectiveness cohorts in an EE2 trial can be depicted as in **Figure** [1](#cpt1347-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. Participants in the efficacy portion of the trial are a subset of the overall effectiveness cohort, as determined by the respective inclusion/exclusion criteria for the efficacy and effectiveness components of the study. The breadth of the effectiveness cohort will depend on the objectives of the study. The expansion of criteria will aim toward broad generalizability and may also include sufficient numbers of patients representing special populations that reflect those found in real‐world treatment settings (i.e., minorities that are frequently under‐represented in traditional efficacy clinical trials). Such populations might also include those with comorbidities, those not receiving their first treatment for the disease, and those of certain ages, clinical, socioeconomic, and/or other characteristics.

![Depiction of efficacy and effectiveness cohorts in an efficacy and effectiveness too trial.](CPT-105-857-g001){#cpt1347-fig-0001}

Timing of efficacy and effectiveness components {#cpt1347-sec-0004}
-----------------------------------------------

The model of an EE2 trial is to have simultaneous efficacy and effectiveness components. This stands in contrast to the E2E model, previously described, in which the efficacy and effectiveness components are in sequence. Both designs address the need for greater efficiency and certainty in generating both kinds of evidence. More generally, EE2 designs could be considered as including trials with various timing of the two components, ranging from completely simultaneous to completely sequential (i.e., E2E). Such flexibility would allow for efficiency advantages while aligning to the model that best suits specific drug development needs. Three models of combined efficacy/effectiveness trials are illustrated below. In these models, timing and other variants not shown may be warranted in specific circumstances. In addition, it should be noted that the effectiveness component may be longer than the efficacy component, because it may reflect extended periods of treatment and longer term outcomes measures that map to real‐world practice considerations. Broader inclusion criteria may provide easier and more timely recruitment, although this would be study‐specific. It is also possible that the less restrictive recruitment of an effectiveness component might mitigate delays due to the more restrictive efficacy enrollment criteria, although, again, this would be study‐specific.

One option, diagramed below (**Figure** [2](#cpt1347-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), is the completely sequential E2E trial that begins with the efficacy component and transitions to the effectiveness component upon completion of the efficacy trial\'s enrollment. Evaluation of the results of the first component for regulatory approval can start while the effectiveness portion is ongoing. In some cases, marketing might start, for example, in an adaptive or accelerated approval pathway, even prior to the conclusion of the full E2E trial and/or full approval.

![Sequential efficacy‐to‐effectiveness trial beginning with efficacy component, transitioning to effectiveness component after efficacy trial\'s enrollment.](CPT-105-857-g002){#cpt1347-fig-0002}

A second option (**Figure** [3](#cpt1347-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}), at the opposite end of the spectrum, is the completely simultaneous conduct of the efficacy and effectiveness components; both efficacy and effectiveness cohorts are enrolled from the beginning of the study. This approach could pose a risk for the pharmaceutical sponsor in the form of upfront investment in the effectiveness component before efficacy has been demonstrated; however, it would likely be more efficient from an operational study execution perspective. An incentive for this approach could be the possibility of earlier satisfaction of other stakeholders, such as payers.

![Simultaneous conduct of efficacy and effectiveness components; both cohorts are enrolled from beginning of study.](CPT-105-857-g003){#cpt1347-fig-0003}

A third option (**Figure** [4](#cpt1347-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) is a staggered EE2 trial. The trial would begin with only the efficacy component, and then at a prespecified point, where an interim assessment of results would be done. The study would need to be powered to accommodate the interim analysis, with an alpha penalty associated with the decision. If a positive signal is observed in the interim, then the effectiveness component would begin. This design allows for some assurance of success for the pharmaceutical sponsor before expanding the trial but also some time efficiency by obtaining effectiveness evidence earlier. Although not an intrinsic requirement of the EE2 design, this could be seen as including some adaptive trial features at the time of the expansion that might further enhance the efficiency of the overall trial.

![Staggered efficacy and effectiveness too trial; efficacy cohort starts before full effectiveness cohort.](CPT-105-857-g004){#cpt1347-fig-0004}

As indicated above, the IMMEDIATE trial is a special case of an EE2 trial. The efficacy analyses for regulatory approval were performed on the effectiveness cohort. Although not the focus of this article, for contrast to the above designs it is depicted in **Figure** [5](#cpt1347-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}.

![Single enrollment that satisfies both efficacy and effectiveness criteria, with efficacy analysis on the entire effectiveness cohort.](CPT-105-857-g005){#cpt1347-fig-0005}

Analytic framework {#cpt1347-sec-0005}
------------------

**Figure** [6](#cpt1347-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationships between the efficacy and effectiveness cohorts. It starts with a determination of whether patients meet the broad effectiveness inclusion/exclusion criteria, represented by the larger circle in **Figure** [1](#cpt1347-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. If a patient is so qualified, then there is an additional determination of whether the efficacy inclusion/exclusion criteria are also met. If so, the patient would be in the central circle, representing inclusion in both effectiveness and efficacy cohorts. If the efficacy criteria are not met, then such a patient would be in the area of the larger circle not included in the central circle.

![Efficacy and effectiveness too trial flowchart.](CPT-105-857-g006){#cpt1347-fig-0006}

As is depicted in **Figure** [6](#cpt1347-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, these two cohorts have separate statistical analyses. The efficacy cohort will have prespecified clinical end points for which there is planned statistical power with typical analytic procedures, accepted by regulatory agencies. The effectiveness cohort may have prespecified statistically powered end points or may be exploratory without power for hypothesis testing, whereas yet other analyses may be directed at detecting and modeling heterogeneity of treatment effects. The effectiveness cohort, especially as it will likely have longer follow‐up, will also presumably be analyzed for safety signals. Again, in contrast, this two‐lane approach to analysis is distinct from the single‐lane analysis done in the IMMEDIATE trial, in which the efficacy analysis was done on the entire effectiveness cohort.

Although various arrangements of data analyses are possible, it is likely that the primary efficacy hypothesis/es will be tested first and according to a prespecified plan, even as the efficacy cohort is a subset of the broader effectiveness cohort. The effectiveness hypotheses will be considered as secondary hypotheses, and, in some cases, can be powered *a priori* for detecting statistical significance. In other cases, such as exploratory analyses, these secondary hypotheses may not be powered for significance. Thus, it is possible that the primary efficacy analysis would be positive and would qualify for regulatory purposes, whereas the secondary effectiveness analyses might not reach significance, albeit still informative to broader stakeholders. Alternatively, if the primary efficacy analysis is not positive, then although not likely qualifying for market approval, the broader array of data and analyses should inform future efforts.

When designing an EE2 study, the risks and benefits of the therapy on different patient populations for a number of factors will determine the optimal design with respect to the efficacy and effectiveness cohorts and the amount of overlap of the enrollment of the two cohorts and any use of an adaptive strategy. These will include the clinical development and marketing plans of the sponsor, the strength of the efficacy and effectiveness evidence already available, and other business and operational considerations. It is likely that simulations will need to be performed to identify the optimal design. From a statistical perspective, although this is not necessarily intrinsic to the EE2 approach, analyses related to the spectrum of overlap of the E2E/EE2 components could be thought of as an adaptive design.[14](#cpt1347-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Based on this, appropriate looks and adaptations can take place at prespecified intervals throughout the initial E2E/EE2 design. This presumably would be analytically similar in a fully simultaneous EE2 trial, a fully sequential E2E trial, and in a staggered EE2 design, with the interim inspection with appropriate accommodations of alpha if warranted.

Discussion {#cpt1347-sec-0006}
==========

Design considerations {#cpt1347-sec-0007}
---------------------

In an EE2 trial, assessments of drug efficacy for regulatory approval and effectiveness for real‐world use are simultaneously addressed in a single trial. Thus, the overall cohort includes a cohort with well‐defined enrollment criteria to address the efficacy analyses, as well as a wider range of patients for whom the treatment might be used in real‐world practice. Additionally, the effectiveness portion of the EE2 may be conducted over longer periods of time than the efficacy portion of the study, as the long‐term outcomes may better reflect chronic usage of the treatment in clinical practice. Thus, ideally, both types of objectives are accomplished in one study.

In our previously published E2E study design,[4](#cpt1347-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} continuation on to the effectiveness portion of the study is predicated on the initial efficacy trial meeting its end point with significance. That the effectiveness trial component follows immediately and seamlessly, the positive efficacy study better ensures the generation of evidence on effectiveness, and sooner, than otherwise would be the case. However, we believe that total study duration could be even further shortened by having the efficacy and effectiveness components performed simultaneously, in an EE2 design. (In this context, the fully sequential E2E design is considered a specific type of EE2 trial.)

Additionally, specific trials could have designs that span the spectrum from having the two components completely sequential to have them completely simultaneous. Indeed, for partially overlapping components with staggered starts, while the efficacy component is ongoing, adaptive adjustments might be used in conjunction with the start of the effectiveness component. Recent efforts to reduce the duration and cost of therapy development programs have focused on umbrella and platform adaptive designs.[15](#cpt1347-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} These types of trial design innovations can be combined with EE2 design considerations and result in incremental improvement of the cost benefit ratio of additional information for patients and physicians.

The underlying assumption of the EE2 approach is that both efficacy and effectiveness trials are necessary. Efficacy trials are needed for regulatory approval and are the foundation for bringing new drugs to market. Effectiveness trials, which in the past have been somewhat discretionary, are increasingly wanted by patients and payers as evidence of applicability to real‐world settings and the range of patients seen in widespread usual practice. In addition, regulators, with their responsibilities to the public, also have become more interested in information from effectiveness trials.

To accrue these benefits, EE2 trials should have several key attributes:

The efficacy component design and end points must be sufficient for regulatory approval if the trial is positive, which will be evidenced by pretrial regulatory agency approval of the protocol.The effectiveness component should test the treatment in patients and settings for which it is ultimately intended, including in participants often kept out of efficacy trials because of age, comorbidities, and diversity. In addition, the lengths of treatment should be more typical of real‐world use.In addition to broadening entry criteria, the effectiveness component could have enrichment for certain subgroups to allow targeted analyses of special effects and of heterogeneity of treatment effects.Enrollment into EE2 trials should be done in ways that are compatible with usual clinical care and with mechanisms for accurately assessing the denominator for reporting enrollment rates of eligible patients, which will facilitate understanding of study samples relative to their broad target populations.The effectiveness component should not delay regulatory approval or, in the event that it is not statistically significant, prevent regulatory approval.

With such features, there should be substantial advantages in having the efficacy and effectiveness trial components executed simultaneously. It should reduce the time, effort, and costs that would be required for conducting two trials, as operational efficiencies in study setup and execution can be realized. It also could speed broad acceptance by patients, payers, and providers by allowing for incorporation of measures that align with each of these stakeholder\'s concerns. However, analytic plans will need to be suitable for pivotal trials for a variety of drugs and circumstances. Because the efficacy cohort inclusion criteria and clinical settings are a subset of the broader effectiveness cohort inclusion criteria and settings, the analysis plan will need to preserve the ability to test the efficacy cohort in alignment with regulatory requirements---and then be able to test prespecified hypotheses in the wider effectiveness cohort. Analytic adjustments will need to be made to accommodate hypothesis testing in fully simultaneous EE2 trials, staggered EE2 designs, and fully sequential E2E trials. In each case, the analytic approaches should first test the efficacy data for regulatory approval and then test effects in the wider use that will be of importance to patients, payers, and other stakeholders.

A set of circumstances that may seem challenging for EE2 approaches might be trials that use specific biological or genetic markers to indicate treatment, as are increasingly seen in cancer trials. Wider inclusion beyond those having the molecular marker presumably would be precluded. However, the broader effectiveness dimension of the trial could be based on allowing enrollment of patients with comorbidities, histories of tumors, or other features typical of patients who would receive this treatment in real‐world practice. Indeed, with the proliferation of such treatments, which often are expensive, all stakeholders have an interest in obtaining evidence about the optimal use and limits of such therapies.

Some types of treatments may be more or less suitable for EE2 trials. Experience will inform and alter approaches and processes, as will details of each case. At this early stage, we see some general features as playing roles in these considerations but with the understanding and handling of such issues will evolve. Some examples of potentially challenging areas are below.

A scenario unlikely to be suitable for an initial EE2 trial would be new molecular entities that do not yet have sufficient data to understand their safety profile when compared, ideally, with a placebo arm. At that early stage, it will be important to minimize comorbidities while learning about its safety profile without significant confounders.

An example where EE2 trials would work is the case of drugs that are graduates of successful phase II efficacy trials and have shown excellent potential for benefit. In this case, phase III confirmatory trials with a heterogeneous population would be helpful for market acceptance and dissemination.

Also potentially suitable might be new "me too" drugs, such as a new lipid‐lowering statin or angiotensin receptor blocker antihypertensives, for which the risks and benefits of the class are generally known and for which the demonstration of wide effectiveness and differentiating advantages in a broad population would be important.

Likely suitable as well could be already‐marketed drugs that have well‐established benefit‐risk profiles, for which a new therapeutic indication is wanted. An example of this might be a tumor necrosis factor (TNF) inhibitor marketed for several years for rheumatoid arthritis (RA), for which the sponsor seeks indication for one of the spondyloarthropathies. Combination drugs, such as a sodium‐glucose cotransporter type 2 inhibitor with metformin for diabetes, inhaled beta‐2 adrenergic bronchodilator, steroids, and/or anticholinergic bronchodilators for obstructive lung disease, are also examples of drugs that could benefit from an EE2 trial because of their extensive safety and efficacy profiles yet need for more data on their combined use. Another logical candidate for such a trial would be a targeted molecular agent for one type of cancer for which the sponsor is seeking approval for a different cancer harboring the same molecular target.

A different type of suitable case for an EE2 trial might be when a drug is tested in a definable population, indeed, perhaps identified in analyses of heterogeneity of effects uncovered in a prior EE2 trial. Such characteristics could be specific clinical or physiologic features or responses to a drug, biomarker, or genetic features. Another approach could be as has been suggested for the use of genetic markers that reflect coronary heart disease as a way to target anticholesterol statin treatment to the population for which treatment will be most advantageous.[16](#cpt1347-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#cpt1347-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} This approach also could be applied to syndromes that we currently treat without adequate knowledge about the specific subgroups that have different pathophysiological processes and who, therefore, would benefit from different treatments. For example, it is understood that complex chronic disorders, such as "type 2 diabetes," are very heterogeneous, and so it could be more productive to stratify patients who are more likely to respond to incretin‐pathway agents, sodium‐glucose cotransporter type 2 inhibitors, etc.[18](#cpt1347-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} This approach could allow current rather crude diagnoses of complex chronic disorders or syndromes to be more refined, perhaps by genetic‐based diagnostic tools, to allow for better stratification and targeted therapies. An EE2 trial could have an overall target population defined by such indicators, and still the efficacy and effectiveness components could be important. The latter could examine treatment effects in wider spectra of age, comorbidities, settings, and other features, which would inform wider practice.

Balancing stakeholders' needs and interests {#cpt1347-sec-0008}
-------------------------------------------

Although patients and payers will appreciate EE2 results relevant to real‐world practice, pharmaceutical companies may have reservations about the effectiveness component. They may have concerns that their substantial investments in drug development and clinical trials will be undermined by an increased noise‐to‐signal ratio. Heterogeneity of trial participants could dilute or overwhelm efficacy signals that would have been detected in more selective trial samples. In addition, even if the effectiveness trial component is positive, the results could imply a higher number needed to treat per person who benefits, which could have an adverse impact on use and reimbursement.

A countervailing aspect (besides prespecifying as the primary analyses of the efficacy cohort) could be prespecified analyses of targeted populations and/or exploratory analyses of the effectiveness data that could inform treatment decisions for certain patient groups or be used to create multivariable models to identify patients who would benefit from treatment. Additionally, these additional analyses of the wider effectiveness cohort, even if showing a less or no overall effect, will be of interest to patients, clinicians, and payers. Indeed, if broader enrollment criteria are not used, patients, clinicians, and payers will have concerns about the use of new treatments in far wider spectra of patients than were shown to have benefit in a pivotal clinical trial. Absent that, there will remain questions about for whom the treatment might not work, might be toxic, and/or will generate new costs, which could affect the ability to market the new drug. Thus, it will likely be in all stakeholders' interests to have a clear plan for use of both efficacy and effectiveness results.

In creating such an EE2 plan, ideally each stakeholder\'s needs, incentives, and perspectives will be explicitly called out and addressed. The specifics of the inclusion and exclusion criteria and analytic plans will benefit by having key stakeholders---pharmaceutical manufacturers, patients, payers, and regulatory agencies, and others---involved in the design of the study. This will not be easy; hierarchies of research questions and hypotheses will need to be agreed upon, as will matches of study samples and clinical use to the ultimate target populations and wide practice. Compromises and trade‐offs will be necessary. However, we believe that the benefits to all stakeholders, and to the health system and the public, will justify this work. Moreover, as experience with such dialogs grows, the types of incentives and compromises that will make this approach succeed should become more apparent. **Table** [1](#cpt1347-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} lists some of the concerns about benefits and risks that various stakeholders might have regarding EE2 trials.

###### 

Stakeholders' potential concerns about benefits and risks related to efficacy and effectiveness too trials

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                        Benefits                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Risks
  ------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Patients and clinicians               Data to inform their individual treatment choices, which will lead to better outcomes and avoid therapeutic misadventures.\                                                                                                                                                Misleading/incomplete information.\
                                        Evidence to inform shared patient‐physician decision making.                                                                                                                                                                                                               Information that is hard to interpret.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Information overload.

  Clinicians as medical group leaders   Data to inform individual and population health management.\                                                                                                                                                                                                               Misleading/incomplete information.\
                                        Financial stewardship.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Information that is hard to interpret.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Information overload.

  Guideline developers                  Additional granular data to inform guidelines (including cost‐effectiveness).                                                                                                                                                                                              Misleading/incomplete information.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Information that is hard to interpret.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Information overload.

  Payers/health technology assessment   Evidence and data to inform adoption (add to formulary) and diffusion (coverage) decisions, including what patient characteristics make a difference in outcomes, and the consequences of a new agent replacing a currently used agent, including actual use and impact.   Additional costs due to increased coverage of medications shown to be efficacious.

  Sponsors                              Earlier and wider coverage by payers.\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Additional upfront costs.\
                                        Earlier, more detailed detection of safety signals.\                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Dilution of efficacy message.\
                                        Better understanding of market penetration.\                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Reduced sales.\
                                        Increased sales.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Delays in approval.

  Regulators                            Earlier/additional safety information.\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Additional complex analyses.\
                                        Preserves access to robust efficacy data.\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Negative effects on timelines.
                                        Better understanding of heterogeneity.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  Public/societal costs and benefits    Data to inform their treatment choices for groups and populations, which can lead to better health and cost outcomes.\                                                                                                                                                     Misleading/incomplete information.\
                                        Informs dialogue about healthcare delivery and resource allocation.                                                                                                                                                                                                        Information that is hard to interpret.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Information overload.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Although experience, attention to win‐win solutions, and good policy making will be key to this success, there may be specific strategies that will help. For example, as implied above, analysis of an EE2 trial could be done in two steps, first considering the efficacy effect, and then the effectiveness effect. This will be based on the fact that the inclusion criteria and settings for the efficacy cohort will be a subset of the broader effectiveness trial inclusion criteria and settings, with the primary end point being in the efficacy cohort. A hierarchical analysis might be used, starting with the efficacy sample, and if the results are significant, then the same hypothesis would be tested in the effectiveness sample, along with other preplanned analyses. Finding statistical significance for the primary end points for both analyses would be the best case---indicating that a drug was efficacious in the target population and also effective in a broader real‐world population.

However, a drug might have a significant effect in the efficacy target sample but not achieve statistical significance in the broader effectiveness sample. In this case, the more heterogeneous effectiveness sample presumably still would allow informative exploratory analyses of the factors that mitigated the expected effect, to inform broader use of the medication, and to suggest additional studies. In such a case, an argument could be made that regulatory approval be given for the efficacy outcome, so as to not prevent the manufacturer from providing the treatment to those who would benefit but that follow‐up investigation would be warranted, and approaches such as adaptive approval[19](#cpt1347-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} or an analogous track, might be considered. It is also possible that the reverse could happen: that the efficacy analysis does not reach statistical significance, but the effectiveness trial does. This would be helpful in directing follow‐on investigation, and depending on the specifics, might also lead to consideration of adaptive licensing.

Regulatory issues {#cpt1347-sec-0009}
-----------------

In a regulatory context, if the efficacy trial component is positive and the toxicity profile looks favorable, the product could be licensed. However, it could develop that as the license is being issued, the effectiveness results become available, and they do not reach statistical significance. Because the agreement with the sponsor is that the effectiveness results would not affect the regulatory decision‐making process, the regulatory agency would move ahead with the approval. However, this creates a challenge for the regulators, as it is already known that the treatment does not seem to work in likely real‐world use. The way this situation is avoided today is that only efficacy results are available at the time of approval, and regulatory agencies do not need to address the lack of effectiveness, as such data are not available when approval is granted. From a societal perspective, having such data available and having a viable plan around the best use of the drug seems attractive. Moreover, potentially later, when an important effect, interaction, or toxicity is revealed in the effectiveness component, then some regulatory action to protect the public would be warranted.

A different perspective for the effectiveness component, perhaps as part of a drug development program, is that a positive overall result is not necessarily expected. The goal is not doing the usual statistical tests for overall effects in control vs. experimental groups, as in the efficacy part. The goal is to include more patients to explore the variations and limits of treatment effects. In any case, the safety database will be broadened, subgroups of interest are enriched, and other confounders may be discovered that diminish or augment the response.

From a regulatory perspective, the effectiveness portion of the study cannot be required for approval of a new treatment under the current law. However, if the effectiveness component could be designed to address likely regulatory postmarketing requirements, it could deliver knowledge about residual uncertainties considered by the regulators to be important to address and to potentially provide that information in an expedited manner and potentially to provide the sponsor commercially desirable labeling supplements. In order for this scheme to be actionable, there would need to be advance discussions with some specificity between the sponsor and the regulator about potential postmarketing commitments in the event of a product approval. Although we believe that much of the pressure for EE2 trials will come from the market and patient representatives, it will be important that regulators ensure that regulatory goals are not undermined by conducting such trials.

Industry perspective {#cpt1347-sec-0010}
--------------------

For a pharmaceutical sponsor, the first goal (based on the efficacy component of the EE2 study) is to demonstrate efficacy as is written in the statute. The second goal is to collect information relevant to patients, physicians, and payers earlier and reduce time to reimbursement. A sponsor who does not have assurance that their product would still get approved, even if the effectiveness portion is negative, would never agree to perform an EE2 study. However, the effectiveness evidence could inform the conversation. In some cases, sponsors might have incentives to use such data depending on the potential magnitude of the public health impact of the treatment and representation of patient populations that may have been under‐represented in the clinical trials, aside from regulatory considerations.

More specifically, EE2 data may play a critical role in the receptiveness of the market, and especially payers (including insurers and governments), to a new drug. One aspect of this might be the benefit of earlier access to reimbursement, particularly in countries with health technology assessment (HTA) agencies, which could counter the concern about the additional cost of doing the EE2 trial. Historically, the mature HTA markets have been Europe, Australia, and Canada, but more recently the Institute for Clinical and Economic Review (ICER) has become established as an independent HTA agency in the United States, and there has been discussion about establishing an HTA system in Japan. Since 2014, ICER reviews have impacted coverage and reimbursement decisions in the United States.[20](#cpt1347-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} The implication of this trend is that most major markets for new pharmaceutical products either have, or may soon have, HTA systems in place to assess the clinical and economic value of these products to inform coverage and reimbursement decisions by appraisal committees. In many cases, the appraisal committees using these assessments conclude that the product has low or intermediate value because of the uncertainty in the comparative effectiveness clinical data and target populations.[21](#cpt1347-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Anticipating such demands, manufacturers are now looking for ways to provide such data in a timely manner. Pressure is increasing for pharmaceutical manufacturers to provide evidence that their agent is effective in the wide swath of patients to whom they would like to market it---and for whom they desire other than third or fourth tier placement in payers' formularies. Further below, among examples of possible EE2 trials, we note that in the example of proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9 (PCSK9) inhibitors, wider access to these drugs might by now have been accepted had they been tested on a wider population, as would have been the case in an EE2 trial. In addition, this is suggested by current economic analyses and market responses in the case of PCSK9 inhibitors.[22](#cpt1347-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#cpt1347-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} This may be an example of where market forces and payers (including government payers), even in the absence of pressure from regulators, could provide incentives for the conduct of an EE2 trial. Indeed, we believe that such pressure from the marketplace, rather than from regulators, will be key motivation for doing more effectiveness trials, and EE2 trials may be the most efficient way to do this.

Another critical factor might be having earlier evidence on subgroup‐specific issues with respect to safety that would allow for partial, rather than wholesale, withdrawals of drugs from market. A negative outcome for sponsors could be more limited reimbursement for specific subsets of populations.

There are examples in which a drug has been withdrawn because there was not sufficient information to identify subpopulations that would react adversely to the drug. In addition, in some cases, a drug has avoided this by the regulator\'s understanding of who should not be treated. The more granular information the regulators have, especially on toxicity, the more likely they are to authorize marketing (or at least not be worried about authorizing and then having to withdraw).

Examples of possible EE2 trials {#cpt1347-sec-0011}
-------------------------------

The basic features of EE2 trials and their envisioned advantages for efficiency in generating efficacy and effectiveness evidence are outlined above. Several examples of the possible use of EE2 trials may illustrate some more specific advantages of the addition of the broader enrollment in expanding understanding and applicability of treatments.

Understanding the behavior of a drug in the face of comorbidities is an explicit aim of EE2 trials. However, the inclusion of patients with comorbidities may uncover more. An example can be found in the case of the use of methotrexate for RA.

Long known to be effective in autoimmune and chronic inflammatory disorders, including for RA, methotrexate has been demonstrated to improve symptoms, quality of life, and disease progression.[24](#cpt1347-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Of note, meta‐analyses have shown that methotrexate treatment is associated with a lower risk of cardiovascular events when compared with other disease‐modifying antirheumatic drugs, suggesting a protective effect against atherosclerosis.[25](#cpt1347-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#cpt1347-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Cardioprotective effects of methotrexate may be due to reducing systemic inflammation and affecting some cellular mechanisms that lead to atherosclerosis. Thus, because the comorbidity was present in trial cohorts with RA, it has been discerned that it reduces the overall cardiovascular disease (CVD) burden in patients with RA. Based on this, now, years after this observation, trials are now completing of low‐dose methotrexate in patients from the general population with CVD but who do not have RA.

In initial trials of methotrexate for RA, had there been an explicit aim to include patients with common comorbidities, it is conceivable that this cardioprotective effect might have been seen earlier. In addition, as is now being explored in patients without RA, exploratory analyses arising from such an EE2 trial might have led to further pathways of exploration of the use of the drug for cardioprotection beyond RA. As methotrexate is also used in other autoimmune rheumatic conditions and in some malignancies, it is conceivable that a similar beneficial effect might be found with patients who also have, or have a propensity for, CVD---patients who otherwise might have been avoided in efficacy trials for the primary target condition.

The fact that an anti‐inflammatory effect might be a common feature of the benefits of methotrexate in both RA and cardioprotection raises the conceptual model of "basket trials" in cancer, in which a shared molecular target found in cancers of different organs or types is exploited by using an agent in seemingly diverse cancers for its specific effect on that target.[27](#cpt1347-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} The case of methotrexate may not be analogous, as the specific mechanisms in the divergent conditions may be different, even if linked by some features. However, some other examples might be closer to the basket trial conceptual model (e.g., recently, tofacitinib, has been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and other regulators for RA, psoriatic arthritis, and ulcerative colitis).[28](#cpt1347-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#cpt1347-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#cpt1347-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#cpt1347-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#cpt1347-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Given the commonality of the biology of these diseases, with appropriate forethought, the sponsor could have conducted a trial that confirmed the efficacy of tofacitinib in RA while expanding the cohort to psoriatic arthritis and/or ulcerative colitis populations to assess potential benefit in these populations (i.e., signal‐finding cohorts) and set the table for confirmatory efficacy studies to support supplemental indications. The benefits of time and cost in leveraging existing clinical trial infrastructure would have to be balanced against overall costs and other risks. Another example of this might be in the case of TNF inhibitors, which historically were tested in one indication (e.g., Crohn\'s disease), before then doing additional trials in RA, psoriasis, and psoriatic arthritis. For example, apremilast, which is a selective inhibitor of the enzyme phosphodiesterase 4 and inhibits spontaneous production of TNF‐alpha from human rheumatoid synovial cells, started with an indication for psoriasis, and now trials are ongoing for an indication for Behcet\'s disease.[33](#cpt1347-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, although the explicit purpose of basket trials is to allow for cross‐condition testing, understanding the overlap of and co‐existence of rheumatic conditions, it is conceivable that the broad enrollment allowed by an EE2 trial might help generate signals that could lead to broader applications even prior to the conduct of basket‐like trials.

A different type of example of the potential of EE2 design could be considered in the case of PCSK9 inhibitors.[34](#cpt1347-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#cpt1347-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#cpt1347-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#cpt1347-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} If the initial trials included broader inclusion, even if the primary efficacy analyses had only been done for familial hypercholesterolemia, benefit might have been more rapidly seen that those with more common causes of hypercholesterolemia, especially those having adverse effects from statins, and the broadening of accepted treatment cohorts might have been earlier. One‐third of American adults, 71 million, have high levels of low‐density lipoprotein (LDL), and about 11 million do not reach their LDL reduction goals. For some this is related to genetic conditions, but for many others this may be because of intolerance to the adverse effects of statins. It is understood that part of the strategy for targeting familial hypercholesterolemia and those with demonstrated pre‐existing CVD was because of the need to succeed in demonstrating clear effect in these high‐LDL, high‐risk groups in light of the cost of these agents, it is also conceivable that an EE2 trial could have shown opportunities for expansion of benefiting patients, assuming a practical clinical and regulatory‐sanctioned definition of statin intolerance were established.

Conclusions {#cpt1347-sec-0012}
===========

An EE2 trial is intended to demonstrate efficacy rigorously, such as for regulatory approval, but also assess treatment effects that apply to real‐world clinical care. The specifics of given EE2 trial designs will depend on the interests of all stakeholders, including the sponsor, regulators, patients, clinicians, and payers. In the overall design, this could include having differing degrees of temporal overlap of efficacy and effectiveness components and the use of adaptive trial features in transitions. In the targeting of populations and settings, and in specifying analyses, the details will need to support the stakeholders' needs. The ultimate objective will remain bringing important drugs to market in the context of valuable evidence about its best use in practice.

In proposing this approach, we are not suggesting a compromise of the two types of trials that has elements of both but does not meet usual rigorous standards. Rather, the combination is intended to accrue the intended benefits of both. The efficacy component of an EE2 study must be conducted according to strict regulatory and scientific standards, and the effectiveness component should authentically demonstrate use in usual care circumstances. In other words, considering the spectrum from efficacy to effectiveness trial procedures and execution, the EE2 design can be thought of as a model that preserves both extremes of the spectrum, the enriched stringent selection criteria that gives us evidence of efficacy and data on populations as in widespread clinical practice in the real world.

As EE2 trials are planned and executed, each stakeholder\'s current and future needs, incentives, and perspectives will need to be considered and addressed. Ultimately, the common purpose, as science and policies are evolving to deliver outcomes that matter to individual patients and populations, to maximize the positive impact on patients and the public\'s health. This will be challenging, but the benefits to all stakeholders, to the health system, and to the public, should justify this effort.
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